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This paper aims to investigate the implementation of English Independent Study (EIS) activities in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) educational contexts. In this study, 32 pre-intermediate to upper-intermediate participants attending a course named Basic Skill Course at an Indonesian university were introduced to the concept of and strategies for pursuing EIS. This investigation focused on analyzing the students’ choice and perceptions of EIS activities and the continuity of the initiative. The findings show that students are more inclined to do receptive skill activities as opposed to those of productive skills for their EIS, students generally perceive EIS activities positively, and almost all students continued EIS activities on their own after they finished the semester. Some insights on how teachers could optimize students’ motivation to do EIS activities are offered, such as providing extensive resources for independent study and devising various schemes to promote such activities among students.

One of the key aspects of globalization is the use of international languages as the means of communication among people from various countries. As one of the international languages formally recognized by the United Nations, English has gained increased acceptance as the primary means of international communication, indicated by the high number of nations which feature English as the main international language in their educational curricula (Crystal, 2003). Therefore, nurturing English skills among people in countries where English is considered a foreign language is essential. However, what often happens in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) contexts such as Indonesia and many other Southeast Asian and even Asian countries is that the teaching of English in school is not sufficient for students to speak English as well as expected (Soliman, 2014), and students’ English proficiency often remains limited (Renandya, 2007). One way to address such problems is by introducing and supporting the habit of English Independent Study (EIS).

EIS offers a solution for the limited time and resources of English learning in the formal educational system by allowing and encouraging students to find authentic resources and integrate English learning into their daily activities. Studies have shown that independent learning is one of the key components of successful language learning (Wong & Nunan, 2011; Yanren, 2007) and that students expect some independent learning strategies to be taught in classes (Luk, 2012). However, studies about nurturing independent study and its continuous impact have, to the author’s knowledge, never been conducted. Therefore, the present study aimed to investigate efforts to introduce and foster such practice to two groups of Indonesian undergraduate students majoring in the English language. The purpose of the scheme was to promote continuous learning of English independent from the presence of the traditional

educational system and to encourage lifelong learning of English. This study specifically focused on analyzing the types of English independent study that students did, their perceptions of EIS, and the continuity of the EIS initiative after the semester finished.

Literature Review

Second Language Acquisition

Independent English study has its roots in the theory of second language (L2) acquisition. As theorized by Krashen (1982), L2 is acquired through significant exposure to the language from the environment in the form of authentic communication, much like the acquisition of the first language. This theory, which is also the basis of the Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) approach, is employed as the theoretical framework of the current study.

According to Krashen (1982), “language acquisition is a subconscious process—language acquirers are not usually aware of the fact that they are using the language for communication” (p. 10). The acquired competence, he further argued, is subconscious as well—making the understanding of the L2 rules “felt,” instead of deliberately learned or known. This way, one would feel that grammatically correct sentences sound “right,” and grammatically incorrect sentences sound “wrong,” without necessarily knowing the exact reasons. This notion is in line with the theory of first language acquisition, one of the features of which is the rich exposure to the language from the environment, such as from the parents, siblings, relatives, friends, teachers, and media (Lightbown & Spada, 2006). When applied to the teaching of a foreign language, one of the closest approaches resembling the idea of first language acquisition is EIS.

English Independent Study (EIS)

There have been a number of studies about independent study in English, a notion also commonly referred to as independent learning or autonomous learning (Luk, 2012). Smith (2008) defined autonomous learning as one’s capacity to be in control of one’s own learning. Therefore, in this study, EIS is defined as any student effort outside the classroom to improve the student’s English skills, without specific instructions or assignments from a teacher. EIS requires students to find or create their own English exposure, thus maximizing their attempts for acquisition. This is especially true in EFL contexts, such as that in Indonesia and many Asian countries, where exposure to the language in the students’ natural environment is limited. In EIS, students are expected to choose the materials or activities that they enjoy and which suit their level of English proficiency. Therefore, students should first be given training about how to choose appropriate materials and activities for their EIS. This is in line with Krashen’s (1982) suggestion that English language teachers should provide not only the content or materials to study, but also the tools and strategies to help students to continue learning and improving beyond the boundary of the classroom. In EIS, such training is focused on helping students firstly to find potential English exposure in their immediate surroundings or to create their own English exposure, and secondly to do the activity effectively by considering some principles and strategies in conducting independent learning.

As explained by Crabbe (1993), autonomous learners learn in their minds, regardless of the place. He added that the success of language learning relies on how well students could make the best use of various learning opportunities both within and outside the classroom. In other words, in addition to classroom learning, students should be assisted in finding potential English exposure by improving their sensitivity to anything “English” around them. For example, English sensitivity could be developed by being more aware of things that contain English words, phrases, or sentences, such as the information on food packages, shop names and descriptions, advertisements, online materials, and TV programs. Meanwhile, creating English
exposure could be achieved by introducing some English into one’s daily life. For example, if a student enjoys listening to songs and his or her playlist consists only of non-English songs, he or she could add some English songs to it, and if a student attends a lecture or meeting and usually makes notes, he or she could write the notes in English.

In addition to finding and creating their own English exposure, students are encouraged to consider some principles and strategies of effective and efficient independent learning. Some principles of Extensive Reading could be applied to EIS, since Extensive Reading could be regarded as a form of independent study focusing only on reading, while EIS is an effort to extend the approach to all four language skills. Therefore, adopting some principles of Extensive Reading activities such as those proposed by Renandya (2007), Day and Bamford (2002), and Mikulecky and Jeffries (2007), EIS principles can be formulated as follows. First, high availability of resources is essential. Here, students should be encouraged to find or create as much exposure as possible and/or to do EIS activities as many times as they can. Students could be assisted to identify potential resources in their immediate environment, for example, English newspapers, TV programs, music, or texting or posting on social media in English. Second, students should freely choose materials and activities that interest them. This would likely ensure that those materials are personally enjoyable and relevant for them. Third, comprehensible language input and output is important. Students should choose materials or activities that are not too difficult nor too easy for them, and their EIS should be balanced between input (receptive skills) and output (productive skills). Fourth, various strategies to enhance EIS should be introduced. For example, students could be taught strategies to identify materials of suitable level of difficulty, such as the “five finger rule” (Mikulecky & Jeffries, 2007, p. 4), in which if the first page of a book contains more than five unfamiliar vocabulary items, then it is too difficult for the student. Thus, the student can choose to read another book that is easier. Another strategy dealing with watching movies is to avoid local language subtitles. Students can try to watch a movie without subtitles, or if this is too difficult, they can set the subtitles to English. If they still find it too difficult, they can start by watching an easier genre of movies such as children’s or animated movies, in which the language use is relatively simpler than that of science fiction or psychological thriller movies.

Previous EIS Studies

Independent study has often been correlated to successful language learning. Wong and Nunan (2011), for example, identified effective language learners as being independent and active in their learning approaches. Based in Hong Kong, their study involved one hundred and ten undergraduate students in Hong Kong. They were classified as “more effective” and “less effective” language learners based on their scores on a standardized public English examination administered at the end of secondary school. One of their findings suggested that a significantly longer time was spent by the more effective learners in independent study and in the practice of their English skills outside the class compared to that of the less effective learners. In addition, Chamot (2005) reviewed two studies about how the teaching of strategies could help foster independence among students. The first study reported students’ positive remarks towards the usefulness of the training, while the latter study reported that the experimental group, who were explicitly trained in language learning strategies, performed significantly better in an English test than the control group.

An interesting study was conducted by Yanren (2007), who interviewed several winners of national English speaking and debate competitions in China. She found that these Chinese learners of English spent a great deal of time outside class learning English independently by imitating and memorizing dialogues from their favorite books and movies. Another study on
EIS in EFL contexts was conducted by Luk (2012), who surveyed 45 students in a Japanese university to see if they did any form of independent study outside class. The findings showed that all students reported that they did some independent study activities outside the class to improve their English proficiency. The author then concluded that the study participants were generally willing to spend some time outside the class time to learn English and that they need more guidance in doing it effectively and successfully.

**Methodology**

This study employed content analysis and a survey to analyze the types of English independent study that the participants did, their perception of EIS and the continuity of the EIS initiative after the semester finished. Students’ independent study weekly reports were analyzed to answer the first research question about the types of independent study activities that they did during the semester. For the second research question about the students’ perception of the independent study activities during the semester, their end-of-semester reflection was employed as the data. Finally, a survey was used to probe the continuity of the independent study after the semester had finished. The survey items were mostly open-ended to allow the provision of un-influenced answers about the continuity of the activities, the benefits (if any), and the factors that facilitate or hinder independent study activities after the completion of the course (see the Appendix).

The participants in this study were students from two classes of the English Department in the vocational college of a public university located in Malang, East Java, Indonesia. The students’ first language was Indonesian, and they had previously learned English mainly from high school. At the time of the study, their English proficiency level ranged from pre-intermediate to upper-intermediate (TOEIC scores of 350 to 650). They were the students of the 2013 enrollment year, and each class consisted of 16 students. There were 32 students in total, with 25 female and 7 male students, whose ages ranged from 18 to 20 years. At the time of the study, the students were in the second semester and were taking the Basic Skill Course (BSC) taught by the researcher. The course taught integrated skills at the intermediate level, involving all language skills and components, to prepare students for both advanced skill and content courses offered in the following semesters. This course began in February 2014 and lasted for 14 weeks until June 2014.

During the course, the students were introduced to the concept of English independent study in the first week and were then asked to try to do some EIS activities based on their interests. The introduction involved a short lecture on how maximizing opportunities for language acquisition could assist second language learning and how students can implement this concept into their learning through EIS activities. Following the lecture, students were asked to brainstorm and discuss potential ideas about English exposure in their immediate environment. Some strategies and principles on how to find EIS materials and activities were given, such as those proposed by Luk (2012), Yanren (2007), Renandya (2007), Day and Bamford (2002) and Mikulecky and Jeffries (2007). Next, students were encouraged to try different EIS activities every week, and they were to report the activities in a weekly EIS report for 12 consecutive weeks. At the end of the semester, the students were required to write a reflection paragraph about their EIS activities during the semester. Finally, the survey about the continuity of the students’ EIS activities was administered in December 2014, six months after the semester had finished. At that time, the former Basic Skill Course students were not being taught by the researcher; thus, there was no direct influence from the researcher on the students regarding EIS activities.
The data collected were then analyzed using content analysis to identify themes and draw inferences. The analysis was conducted manually as the volume of the data was not high. The findings of the analysis are presented in the following section.

**Findings**

**Types of EIS Activities**
In total, there were 32 weekly reports collected by the end of the semester; each, if completed, contained 12 EIS activities conducted by the students. However, some absent students chose not to report their EIS activities in the weeks they missed, thus some reports contained less than 12 activities. The analysis of the reports shows that receptive skills (reading and listening) are higher in popularity than the productive skills (writing and speaking). The most common skill that students pursued for EIS was reading, followed by listening, while writing and speaking activities were less commonly employed by the students. Figure 1 illustrates students’ EIS activities as shown per skill and the respective frequency of occurrence in the students’ weekly reports.
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*Figure 1. Number of EIS activities by skill done by the students during the semester*

Looking further into the details of the EIS activities noted by the students in their weekly reports, the most popular activities were listening to English-language songs (34 references), reading articles in English (33), and watching English-language movies (32 references). The second most popular activities were reading English-language books or novels (18 references), reading posts in English on social networking sites (16 references), playing computer games with instructions in English (13 references), and reading posts on social media sites such as blogs and Tumblr (10 references). There are 39 other activities found with a relatively lower popularity, indicated by the references of less than 10. These activities included reading newspapers, writing social media posts in English, speaking with friends in English, watching English-language television programs, texting in English, and learning from the BBC website.

**Student Perceptions of the EIS Activities**
Both positive and negative perceptions about independent study were found in the students’ end-of-semester reflections about their EIS activities. In general, however, the students perceived the activities positively; there were 45 references for positive perceptions and only four references for negative perceptions. For the positive perceptions, the most mentioned...
benefits were that EIS was helpful in enriching their English vocabulary (17 references), and effective in improving general English skills (ten references). In addition, some students reported that it helped them to see their old habits anew (two references), such as learning English from listening to songs or writing social media posts. There were seven other benefits which represented positive perceptions, each referred to by one student, and they were: it raised awareness to study harder, it was a useful activity, it helped learning new knowledge, it helped to increase speaking skills, it helped to make a new and educative hobby, it was challenging, and it helped learning by oneself. Below are selected student comments.

I think when I did things, it's useless, but now I find it interesting. So when I listen and watch something, I do it carefully to find unfamiliar words. I feel more clever as they are useful in class. (Student 14, Class B)

It's a good way to study English well, because after I wrote the words, I also know how to use it. (Student 6, Class A)

As for the negative perceptions, two students thought that EIS was difficult, one student thought it was not really effective, and the final student thought it was confusing at first but then said that it was challenging.

In addition, the impact of EIS was found to go beyond language learning. One student noted that EIS helped her to spend her time more usefully by turning everyday activities into opportunities to learn English. She deliberately tried to learn some English vocabulary when she watched movies and put the language setting of her accounts in English. Another student reported that EIS also trained her to be more honest. This was because she did EIS independently and if she chose to be honest and really did it, she would reap the benefits for her English language learning. However, if she reported something she did not actually do in the weekly report, she was aware that she would not benefit from it.

**Continuity of the EIS Activities**

At the end of the next semester, the former students of the BSC course were invited to complete a survey about the continuity of their EIS. At this time, 25 out of 32 students participated in the survey; three were male and 22 were female. The students were asked if they found the independent study training in the previous semester useful. All of them found it useful, with a bit of variation in the degree of usefulness: 15 thought it was useful, eight thought it was very useful, one thought it was somewhat useful, another thought it was less useful, and no one thought it was useless.

When asked about whether they continued some EIS activities discussed and tried in the previous semester, 96% of the students reported that they did, with only one student saying no. The students who reported continuity were then asked about the types of EIS activities that they did and the frequency of doing them. An analysis of the answers showed that the types of the EIS activities they did were somewhat similar to what they did during the semester in that receptive skill activities were more frequently mentioned compared to those of productive skills. It was found that activities related to listening were the most commonly chosen, followed by various reading activities. Not far in popularity from reading were the writing activities and finally, speaking activities and integrated English activities were the lowest in popularity. Figure 2 displays the types of EIS activities that students did six months after the semester ended and the number of references to the activities.
The questionnaire probed the affordances and barriers of doing EIS activities. Some factors reported to support the students’ EIS activities were the fact that they liked listening to music (nine references), watching movies (seven references), reading articles (three references) and reading books / novels (two references). These hobbies that they used to enjoy in their native language were turned into English learning by, for example, listening to English songs, watching western movies with English subtitles or no subtitles at all, and reading articles and books or novels in English. Other factors that students reported as affordances were, for example, that they wanted to get good scores in their studies, they felt motivated when seeing people talking in English fluently, they had specific targets for their English proficiency, they wanted to speak with people from other countries confidently, and they wanted to increase their knowledge. These factors served as the drive that motivated them to initiate EIS activities.

Students reported the biggest factor that hindered them from doing EIS activities was laziness (nine references). The second most mentioned factor was limited time (seven references); they reported that time-consuming activities, such as doing course assignments and student organization activities, prevented them from doing EIS activities more frequently. Other factors that served as barriers include distraction (e.g., other activities not related to English) and lack of funds to buy English materials such as books or novels.

**Discussion and Implications**

The EFL environment presents a unique challenge in that exposure to the language is limited. However, this study found that such exposure is available if learners are assisted to create more awareness. In general, this study found that most participants were in favor of EIS activities during the semester and almost all of them continued the activities in various forms and degrees after they finished the semester. The participants in this study showed some qualities of autonomous learners in that, as pinpointed by Crabbe (1993), they were able to make use of some learning opportunities inside and outside the classroom. In addition, like the students in Yanren’s (2007) study, the EIS activities chosen by the participants in this study were those that they personally enjoyed, such as reading and watching movies. Looking further into the types of EIS activities done by the participants, they somewhat reflect Luk’s (2012) study in that receptive skills are more popular in comparison to productive skills. Furthermore, many similarities were also found in the details of the EIS activities for each skill. This similarity may
be because both studies were conducted in EFL environments—one in Japan and the current study in Indonesia.

A slightly different result in types of EIS activities reported by the participants during and after the semester was found. During the semester, reading activities were the most popular EIS activities, but after the semester finished, listening / viewing activities were the most popular ones. Looking deeper into the data, the listening activities done by the participants were mostly listening to songs and watching movies, relatively popular hobbies among teenage students, which could be one of the reasons for the shift. Another possible reason is that there was no push for them to vary their EIS activities as there was during the semester when they were encouraged to do different activities each week. In other words, without any interference, students may find listening / viewing activities to be the most enjoyable EIS activities.

The relatively large discrepancy between productive and receptive skills in the types of EIS activities done by the participants should be of deeper concern for English language teachers. Analysis of the EIS activities conducted during and after the semester shows that the receptive skills practiced, such as reading and listening / viewing are more popular than productive skills such as writing and speaking. This may be because productive skills require relatively more effort than receptive skills. However, in learning a new language, both input and output should be balanced. As Nation (2007) suggested, effective L2 learning should balance several issues, two of which are input and output. To address the imbalance, teachers could introduce measures to motivate students to do both productive and receptive skills in equal proportions. One way to do this is by teaching more strategies to do writing and speaking activities independently and by integrating such activities into students’ daily activities. For example, they can be encouraged to develop an English-speaking policy schedule with siblings or friends, practice speaking alone regularly, or write daily notes in classes or in meetings in English. Another way is by establishing a speaking club or speaking corner where students could go to if they want to practice independently. In addition, it is important to note that after the semester, one student reported a new type of EIS activity involving integrated skill activity using an interactive website for EFL learners. This case could be viewed as an advancement in the student’s EIS and, with regard to achieving balance between receptive and productive skills, such websites could be introduced to students as another means of EIS.

**Optimizing the Continuity of Students’ EIS**

Almost all students reported that they continued the EIS activities on their own accord. This shows that the EIS training was reasonably successful in arousing students’ awareness in creating their own exposure to English and in igniting students’ initiative to learn English independently. However, it is understood that there are many factors that may influence students to do EIS activities independently, such as their level of motivation, the availability and accessibility of resources, and the potential hurdles that may block students from actually doing the activities. Understanding these factors could help teachers, institutions, and policy makers take measures to assist students’ independent study initiatives.

Based on student reports of motivation, opportunities, and barriers, teachers and institutions could devise various methods to help increase students’ motivation such as by exposing students to various contexts where English is needed and various opportunities in which they can use their English in meaningful ways. For example, by students creating an English club, sharing communities, or going on study excursions, they could experience firsthand the benefit of their EIS activities. In addition, to increase students’ opportunities to do EIS activities, institutions could establish a self-access center containing English learning resources designed
to support independent learning. Although some institutions have already established self-access centers, many institutions, such as that where this study was conducted, have not. Considering the benefit of independent study to students, a self-access center in addition to English programs is important, and the characteristics of learning resources that students enjoy could be used as a guide to select the materials and resources that could be provided in such centers. This center could also potentially solve students’ problems of lacking self-funding to buy independent study resources. Finally, to overcome potential barriers such as time limitations, students could be encouraged to integrate their English learning into their everyday activities, thus reconsidering the common view that learning should be done at a particular time, such as during the class time. Some strategies to integrate learning through EIS into students’ lives also need to be emphasized in EFL classes along with supervision from teachers before students actually try EIS activities by themselves in the future.

**Conclusion**

English Independent Study (EIS) was conceptualized as a solution to the problem of limited exposure to English in EFL contexts, to help students to be more aware of potential exposure around them and / or to create their own English exposure. This paper analyzes the implementation of EIS activities and their continued practice by the students after the training ended. It was found that students did various EIS activities with relatively high preferences to receptive skill training compared to productive skill training. The students generally perceived the EIS training positively and they also reported continuing EIS activities even after the semester finished. Some suggestions and principles to implement EIS were offered, for example, the teaching of strategies for EIS, the high availability of learning materials, and the freedom of students to choose resources of interest to them.

Some limitations of this study, such as the absence of discussion about the impacts of EIS training on students' English proficiency, or the single education level studied, could be a basis to guide further study in the area. Despite the limitations, this study still offers valuable insights for other EFL teachers and practitioners who work in ELT contexts with minimum resources as an alternative way to improve and maximize students' English language learning.
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Appendix
Survey on the Continuity of English Independent Study

Personal Information
1. Which BSC class were you?
   - BSC A
   - BSC B
2. What is your sex?
   - Male
   - Female
3. How old are you?
   ______ years old
4. What is your TOEIC score?
   ______________________

INSTRUCTION: Based on your real experience, please answer the question below. You are allowed to answer using either English or Bahasa Indonesia.

1. How useful was the information and training on English Independent Study you received during the BSC class last semester?

   Not Useful  Less Useful  Somewhat Useful  Useful  Very Useful

2. What English Independent Study activities that you still did after the class finished or even until the present time? And what about the frequency of the activities?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Study Activities</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example: listening to English songs</td>
<td>Seldom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Seldom (less than once in a month), Sometimes (one to three times a month), Often (once a week or more), Very Often (everyday)

3. Do you think doing English Independent Study is useful for improving your English proficiency? If so, in what way?
   - No, it is not useful.
   - Yes, it is useful, for example . . . (e.g., it adds my English vocabulary)

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

*
4. In your personal context, what are the affordances (pendorong) and barriers (hambatan) of doing English Independent Study?

**Affordances:** (e.g., I love reading books, so I choose English books)

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

**Barriers:** (e.g., I am too busy with organization, I don’t have time)

________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

*If you need more space, you can continue behind the page.*